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Staub Electronics
Streamlining a distribution business with SAP Business One®

Business Challenges

SAP Business One has
without question been an
incredible success for Staub and
a major competitive advantage
for our company.

•

Scott Trotter, VP Sales and Operations,
Staub Electronics Ltd.

•

Company
Name: Staub Electronics Ltd.

•

Benefits
•

•
•

Industry: Wholesale distribution, electronics
Products: Electronic devices
for car and home
www.staub.ca
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Launched business-to-business
ecommerce site that reduced manual
order entry by 15%
Implemented multilocation warehouse
management, greatly increasing
inventory visibility
Reduced cross-dock order processing
time from 15 hours to 2–3 hours per week
Automated emailing of sales order
confirmations, invoices to customers,
and electronic data interchange (EDI)
advanced shipping notifications, dramatically
improving customer service while cutting labor

Why Vision33?
•
•

ERP Solution
SAP Business One

Implement ecommerce and inventory
management capabilities
Improve business software flexibility
and scalability

•

Reputation for business excellence
Support for ecommerce, inventory
management, and efficient
business processes throughout the company
Flexibility and affordability
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Staub Electronics Ltd., one of Canada’s premier distributors of consumer
electronics, was frustrated by the limitations of its legacy business software.
Moving to the SAP Business One® application enabled Staub to automate many
manual operations, thereby improving customer service while saving labor, and
to implement ecommerce and true warehouse management for the first time.
“We are head and shoulders above where we were,” says Scott Trotter, Staub’s
vice president of sales and operations.

Legacy Software
Limitations
Established in 1981, Staub has
become the trusted distribution
partner for home theater and
mobile electronic equipment
to Canada’s major electronics
retail chains, specialty retailers,
and custom integrators. Known
as the “installer’s choice,” Staub
specializes in installer-friendly,
solution-oriented electronic
products.
The legacy business software that
Staub used in the past imposed
many limitations on the business.
Manual operations prevailed
throughout the firm, especially
in the warehouses that are so
important to a company whose
entire business is distribution.
The company wanted to provide
better service to its customers,
but it was difficult with all the
labor-intensive steps involved in
acknowledging orders, preparing
invoices, and issuing advance
shipment notifications (ASNs).
Electronic data interchange
(EDI) is a mandatory element
in doing business with large
chains that Staub services, but
the EDI capability in place was
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rudimentary and labor intensive.
Staub also wanted to offer its
customers the convenience of
ecommerce and launched a
development effort,
but this failed after a year and
a half because of legacy
software problems.
Likewise Staub attempted to
automate its warehouses, but there
too it faced software obstacles and
eventually gave up on the project.
This effort, however, proved to be an
important catalyst for improvement.
“We desperately needed to manage
inventories better, and so we started
looking for a third-party warehouse
management package we could bolt
on to our legacy software,” explains
Trotter. “When we saw what such
an application would cost, however,
we took a step back and started the
process of evaluating a brand new
enterprise resource planning
solution.”

Affordable, World-Class
Business Software

which delivered the game-changing
functionalities it was seeking. Then
Staub spoke with Vision33, an SAP
channel partner that presented SAP
Business One. We always had the
impression that SAP software is for
Fortune 500–type companies, but
Vision33 showed us how wrong we
were,” says Trotter. “The purchase
price of SAP Business One fit our
budget, and the proposed solution
addressed the short-comings that
existed with our legacy system.”
The SAP partner ecosystem was an
especially important factor in
deciding on SAP Business One,
as Trotter explains: “A big reason
why we didn’t succeed previously
on ecommerce or warehouse
management was that the software
vendors we engaged were too
loosely connected to our legacy
provider, resulting in incompatibility
between applications. With SAP
it is totally different because of its
certification program. We selected
mainly gold-level partners, which
gave us confidence the applications
were vetted for compatibility
with SAP Business One.”

Still, the company thought that SAP
software was out of reach
financially and instead began
looking at alternatives, none of
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We always had the impression
that SAP software is for
Fortune 500–type companies, but
Vision33 showed us how wrong we
were. The purchase price of SAP
Business One fit our budget, and the
proposed solution addressed the
shortcomings that existed with our
legacy system.
Scott Trotter, VP Sales and Operations,
Staub Electronics Ltd.

A Wealth of Certified Third-Party
Applications
ASN generation, and label printing. With
the combination of ecommerce and EDI,
efficiency is vastly improved both for the
customer and for Staub, whose order
processing time is down 30%.

Third-party applications are particularly important
to Staub because it needs so many of them. The
company chose ideal applications provided by SAP
partners and had Vision33 install them as part of its
SAP Business One implementation:
•

For its much-needed inventory management
solution, Staub chose LISA Distribution from
N’ware Technologies, a warehouse wireless
management system that provides bin
locations and detailed warehouse management
functionality using wireless terminals and
portable label printers.

•

For the ecommerce system that was just as
sorely needed, Staub selected the zedSuite
eCommerce a far better application than the
one employed in the previous effort. The very
availability of zedSuite in the SAP catalog was a
significant driver in choosing SAP Business One.

•

For EDI, Staub’s choice was Alligacom Inc.’s
EDI-Integrated Suite, which greatly streamlined
and automated sales order acknowledgement,
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•

Inventory Planner from Valogix
LLCsupplements LISA Distribution by
enhancing the inventory planning and
replenishment environment. Whereas
Staub’s replenishment algorithm in the past
was based on simple min-max requirements,
it now takes into account histories, trends,
seasonality, lead-time planning horizons,
and other sophisticated criteria.

•

Boyum IT’s B1UP database add-on allows
Staub to create tailoring of screens that is
even more advanced than the user-defined
field functionality inherent in SAP Business
One, which by itself provided much more
flexibility than the legacy software ever did.
Staub uses both user-defined fields and
B1UP tailoring extensively.
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Despite the complexity of integrating all these
applications into the framework of SAP Business
One, Vision33 completed the implementation in
just four months, right on schedule and within
budget. Just as important, the applications
run in close harmony with SAP Business
One – evidence that the SAP certification
program works. “Talk about tight integration,”
says Trotter. “All third-party applications
appear totally native in the SAP Business
One environment and reside right within the
systems main menu.”
Successful as it has been, Staub is continuing to
pursue further process improvements utilizing
the robust functionality of SAP software. Next
it will automate SKU setup, a process that
oversees the incorporation of new products
into its line. This process is currently labor
intensive because it requires Staub to follow
a complex vetting procedure for every new

product that suppliers want to include in its
distribution network. Using software underway
at Vision33, these suppliers will be able to
use the Internet to provide all the necessary
vetting information – greatly simplifying
Staub’s task. In another project, the company is
planning to extend the reach of SAP Business
One to include the remote devices of its many
salespeople who cover Canada.
“SAP Business One has without question been
an incredible success for Staub and a major
competitive advantage for our business,”
concludes Trotter. “Sometimes I am concerned
that our competition will catch on to our
formula for success, but then I realize that it
doesn’t matter. We have such a head start with
SAP Business One, and we are moving so fast to
take even further advantage of it, we’ll remain a
step ahead.”

About Vision33
Vision33 Inc. is a global IT professional services consultancy that solves customer business
challenges through the promise of technology and the value it delivers. We partner with growing
and large organizations in both the public and private sectors to understand their vision and help
them reach it with the right blend of strategy, consulting, and technology. Vision33 global team
of results-driven resources provide world-class experience through our office locations in North
America and Europe.
Vision33’s SAP solutions provide scalable and integrated enterprise resource planning (ERP)
technology to growing enterprises. We work with customers to connect their business processes
from finance and expense reporting to procurement and inventory – transforming their
operations and better managing subsidiary operations – no matter the size of their business.
Vision33’s dedicated customer support program, Vision33’s world-class TOTAL Care support
program ensures you have the tools needed to fully leverage your investment in technology.
Vision33’s eGovernment practice delivers the right approach, expertise, and people to public
sector clients to empower our government clients to be successful with technology. We have
experts in the technologies and methodologies that are of most value to you. Working in
partnership with Vision33, we will help you optimize your technology investment, delivering
government services efficiently, reduce costs and improve overall citizen satisfaction.

Copyright Notice
Vision33, the Vision33 brandmark, and any other product or service names
or slogans contained in this document are property of Vision33, and their
respective owners, and may not be copied, imitated or used, in whole or in
part, without the prior written permission of Vision33 Inc.
SAP Business One is a registered trademark of SAP AG in Germany and n
several other countries. SAP is a registered trademark of SAP AG in Germany and in several other countries.
© 2018 Vision33 Inc. All rights reserved. All product and service names
mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained in this document serves informational purposes only
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